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blue velvet was a great first step, but the work on the follow-up, goodfellas, was a bit disappointing.
the moody, intriguing score was done by jazz/noise pioneer billy corgan, the guy who led smashing

pumpkins out of their glam-rock obscurity, and he wasnt exactly a jazz or noise guy, so his approach
to marcus miller (a jazz legend himself) and his band was a bit of a misstep. the band wasnt too jazz,
but they werent too pop either, and the beats were just too straight for the cool feel of the film. the
end result was a cool jazz, that didnt quite hit the mark. the marcus miller band was a perfect fit for
the material, and the result was much better than the singles, but not nearly as good as what you

get on goodfellas. a mix of electronic, jazz and funky soul, the band played with masterful technique
and soulful grace. every song was more or less a hit, and their take on youre a good man is probably

the most memorable track. but the biggest surprise was it could happen, which was a jazz ballad
that wasnt expected and didnt last the film, but it became a huge hit. so blue velvet was a bit of a
disappointment, and goodfellas didnt do too well either. but youre a good man was a huge hit, and

its the only marcus miller song that i can listen to without getting a bad case of soul throat. i imagine
you have that effect on women too, but i dont know, i just cant stand that stuff. and if youre as

obsessed with the marcus miller sound as i am (a big yes) then its pretty much a given that youll be
thrilled with the new version of this fine, fine album. so if youre a marcus miller fan, or if you just like

great music, get this. especially if youre a fan of jazz, funk or hip-hop, or if you just dig this music.
ive been listening to it a lot and i love it. i cant get enough of it. its just a hell of a lot of good music.

its a bass monster that lives.
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its the modern era of jazz that brought in elements that werent there before. marcus miller could
have just stayed in the highly successful, relatively easy-going idiom that was around in his time and
the past. but he didnt. he decided to push things forward, to try things, and this is what makes this
album such a beautiful and important release. i give it a 10/10. this is the sound of marcus miller

finding his stride, and the sound of what he was able to make, as a result of that. the sound of what
he could make and how he could make it, and what he actually did, in a very real sense, is what

makes this album so unique. and, thats something i think we all can be thankful for. there's
something about marcus that just makes me want to pull out my trumpet and play jazz at all times.

he just turns everything he touches into jazz. if youre a fan of jazz, this is a must have. it's the
modern jazz album. for synth sounds, trilian features newly-developed 4-pole juicy and power filter

algorithms with oscillating resonance that are ideal for electronic bass. hundreds of synth sound
sources were created using over 30 of the most exotic and coveted hardware synthesizers from the

original moog taurus pedals to the latest boutique analog modular synthesizers. a multitude of
extremely powerful editing controls are available for sound design including the flexmod modulation

system, dual filters with more than 19 filter types, 6 multistage looping envelopes, 6 full-featured
lfos, dual morphing modulation, modulatable fx racks and much more. as spectrasonics' next-

generation bass instrument, trilian includes enhanced, remastered versions of trilogy's core library -
taking it to a new level of sound and expression. as a special bonus, spectrasonics original bass
legendsmulti-samples have also been remastered and included in the trilian library, featuring

abraham laboriel, john patitucci & marcus miller (bass sounds which some hardware synth users
may remember from popular roland xpansion boards and the classic mbd-1 rack bass module).
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